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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Place Services with all reasonable skill, care and diligence within the terms of
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Survey, Historic England), or the intellectual property of third parties, which Place Services is able to provide for
limited reproduction under the terms of our own copyright licences or permissions, but for which copyright itself is
not transferable by Place Services. Users of this report remain bound by the conditions of the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1988 with regard to multiple copying and electronic dissemination of the report.
All OS maps reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey® on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery
Office. ©Crown Copyright. Licence number LA100019602
Maps reproduced from Historic Ordnance Survey material are with permission and are © and database right
Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Ltd (All rights reserved 2010).
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1. Introduction
1.1.

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield District Council. This
document provides an assessment of impact on heritage assets for Lichfield City Site SHA1 (‘’the Site’’)
as referred to in the Local Plan. The location and extent of the Site is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Location Plan
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1.2.

For the purposes of this assessment, the allocation area shall be referred to as ‘the Site’ and the 2km HER
search area (from the centre of the Site) shall be referred to as ‘the Study Area’. Notably the Grade I Listed
Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List Entry ID: 1298431) which is located in the
centre of Lichfield, has been given particular consideration.

1.3.

This report provides a baseline summary of the significance of known heritage assets within the Site and
Study Area, based on documentary research and a site inspection. The aim is to assess the potential
impact of a development on the significance of these heritage assets.

1.4.

This assessment follows best practice procedures produced by Historic England 1,2,3,4, the Chartered
Institute for Archaeologists5 and is designed to meet the requirements of heritage planning policy contained
in Section 16 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 6.

1.5.

Planning policy, legislation and guidance relating to the historic environment (see Appendix A for detail)
sets out the need to consider all elements of the historic environment to inform the planning process, and
where appropriate, measures to mitigate adverse impacts from proposed developments.

The Site
1.6.

The Site is approximately 230 (ha) in extent, centred on Ordnance Survey Grid Reference SK 13351
11445.

1.7.

The Site is located roughly 1.5 km north east of the city of Lichfield. The west boundary of the Site is formed
by Curborough Brook and the plots which follow farm buildings in Curborough. The north extent follows
field boundaries which curve south east towards the Scheduled Monument at Streethay. The south of the
Site is bounded by modern development at Roman Heights and the railway line.

1.8.

A number of footpaths traverse the Site from the mid-point on the west boundary to the east, crossing
another footpath which travels north from near Brownsfields Farm to the north boundary of the Site.

1.9.

Netherstowe Lane crosses the west side of the Site from north to south, following irregular field boundaries.

1.10. There are 3 designated heritage assets within the Site including a Scheduled Monument and two Grade II
Listed buildings.

1

Historic England, July 2015. The Historic Environment in Local Plans - Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning: 1
2 Historic England, July 2015. Managing Significance in Decision-Taking in the Historic Environment - Historic Environment
Good Practice Advice in Planning: 2
3 Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
4 Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets
5 Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, January 2017. Standard and guidance for historic environment desk-based
assessment
6 Department for Communities and Local Government, 2019. National Planning Policy Framework
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2. Methodology
2.1. This report provides an assessment of the potential impacts on heritage assets arising from a development
within the Site.
2.2. This assessment has included the following:
•

Identification of any designated or non-designated heritage assets potentially affected by future
development;

•

Research to obtain information from historic maps, documents and secondary sources relating to
identified heritage assets;

•

Review of the Historic Environment Record (HER) for designated and non-designated heritage assets;

•

Consultation of Historic England’s National Heritage List;

•

A walk-over survey of the Site and the surrounding area;

•

Assessment of the potential for known and any as yet unknown archaeological remains to survive
within the Site;

•

Assessment of the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, including the contribution
made by setting to significance;

•

Assessment of the potential impacts, both direct and indirect (due to change within an asset’s setting)
that development (as known) will have on the significance of the heritage assets;

•

Production of recommendations for additional field investigations or mitigation in line with statutory
requirements and best practice guidelines; and

•
2.3.

Consultation of local and national planning policy and guidance pertaining to heritage.
Appendix D presents all relevant HER records in the Study Area (2 km radius from the centre of the Site).
A map showing the Study Area and locations of the HER records is included at Appendix D. The number
references used in the text are those used by the HER or National Heritage List.

2.4.

The relevant legislation and policy context are set out in Appendix A of this report.

2.5.

Statutory designation descriptions are reproduced in Appendix B of this report.

2.6.

The Site and Study Area were visited in October 2020. The aim of the Site walkover was to identify any
features of heritage merit. Footpaths were walked through the Site. A photographic record of the visit was
made. A number of the resultant images are reproduced in this report.

2.7.

In order to assess the indirect impact of a proposed development on the significance of a heritage asset,
arising from change within its setting, this assessment has followed the four steps set out in Historic
England’s guidance The Setting of Heritage Assets7. These steps are as follows:
•

Step 1: Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected;

7

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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•

Step 2: Assess the degree to which these settings make a contribution to the significance of the
heritage asset(s) or allow significance to be appreciated;

•

Step 3: Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or harmful, on that
significance or on the ability to appreciate it;

•
2.8.

Step 4: Explore ways to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm.

Section 3 of this report identifies any heritage assets potentially affected by future development and the
potential for unknown/unrecorded (archaeological) heritage assets, as well as provides an overview of the
historical development of the Site and its surroundings.

2.9.

An analysis of the existing Site conditions, based on the Site inspection, is presented in Section 4.

2.10. Section 5 provides an assessment of the significance of the heritage assets potentially affected by future
development. To assess the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, this report has drawn
guidance from Historic England8 which recommends making assessments under the categories of:
Archaeological interest, Architectural and Artistic interest, and Historic interest.
2.11. An assessment of the potential impact of a development on the identified heritage assets is presented in
Section 6, in line with Step 3 of Historic England’s guidance 9. Further detail on the factors to consider when
assessing impact, is outlined in Section 6.
2.12. Section 7 concludes with a summary of the results of this assessment and provides recommendations
relating to future development.

8

Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets - Historic England
Advice Note 12.
9 ibid
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3. Heritage Baseline
Heritage Assets
Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.1.

The locations of the designated heritage assets are identified on Figure 2.

Figure 2 Map showing Site and locations of designated heritage assets
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3.2.

Designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The following designated
heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment, with designation descriptions reproduced in
Appendix B.

3.3.

3.4.

The following are located within the Site:
•

Scheduled Monument Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House (List entry ID: 1011063);

•

Grade II Brownsfield Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1180262); and

•

Grade II Plunge Bath Approximately 25 Yards South West of The Manor (List Entry ID: 1294999).

The following relevant assets are located outside of the Site:
•

Grade II The Manor (List Entry ID: 1374245);

•

Grade II Curborough Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1038913);

•

Grade I Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List Entry ID: 1298431); and

•

Grade II* Church of St Michael (List Entry ID: 1292420).

3.5. The following designated heritage assets have been visited and scoped out of this assessment. They are
located outside the Site:
•

Grade II Streethay House Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1294996); and

•

Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.6. Non-designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The following nondesignated heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment.
3.7.

There are no non-designated heritage assets located within the Site.

3.8. The following relevant assets are located outside the Site:
•

Rough Stockings

•

Curborough House

3.9. The following non-designated heritage asset has been visited and scoped out of this assessment. It is
located outside the Site:
•

Curborough Old Hall

3.10. A map noting the location of HER monuments/events and accompanying gazetteer is included in Appendix
D.
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Archaeological and Historical Overview
3.11. The information below is based on a review of the Staffordshire Historic Environment Record and archival
research.
3.12. The origins and development of the Site at North Lichfield, and its surrounding area, are presented in the
following text summarising the principal heritage assets within the Study Area.

Historic Environment Characterisation (LHECZ 6 - Lichfield: Land around Streethay)
Summary of HECZ
3.13. Field systems and the expanded settlement of Streethay dominate the LHECZ and these mostly reflect
twentieth century changes to the landscape. To the north west of the zone a large area of earlier enclosure
survives which had its origins as medieval open fields, probably enclosed during the post medieval period.
Other than the modern village of Streethay the settlement pattern is predominantly dispersed in nature,
with most of the farmsteads dating to at least the nineteenth century. Medium or large-scale development
is likely to have some impact upon the historic environment assets of the zone. Any development which
may be planned for the zone would need to address impacts upon and potential mitigation strategies for:
•

the Conservation Areas and adjacent Listed Buildings

•

the Scheduled Monument

•

the relationships between the existing historic landscape character and settlement pattern to the
north west of the zone and how this could be retained or reflected the potential for below ground
archaeological deposits

Designations within the HECZ
3.14. There are 6 Listed Buildings within the LHECZ, including a milestone on the Coventry Canal.
3.15. There is one Scheduled Monument a moated site and plunge bath north west of Streethay.
3.16. There are no other designated sites falling within this LHECZ.
Archaeological Character of the HECZ
3.17. Very little archaeological work has been carried out within the LHECZ except for an evaluation upon the
West Coast main railway line and some work on aerial photography in the north as part of the Trent Valley
Cropmark Survey.DST7273 Lichfield: Land around Streethay.
3.18. The overall character of the HECZ for the earlier Prehistoric period is likely to have been of a heavily
wooded landscape perhaps supporting a pastoral economy from the Bronze Age onwards. Early human
activity is known within the northern part of the LHECZ and comprises an undated lithic working site west
of Streethay and cropmark features, including enclosures and a ring ditch to the north west of the village.

For further
information
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3.19. Evidence of Roman activity is limited to the line of Rykneld Street running south west to north east across
the LHECZ. This Roman route bisects the village of Streethay and two unstratified find spots of Roman
coins have been found nearby, one of which may have comprised a hoard. Currently no Roman sites have
been identified in or around Streethay itself.
3.20. This area is likely to have formed part of Cannock Forest by the mid eleventh century and the landscape
may have been dominated by woodland, wood pasture and/or heathland. Consequently, earlier activity
may have been confined to a pastoral economy which exploited these landscapes. Settlement would have
been sparse and concentrated upon clearings within the still heavily wooded landscape. Further research
on the earlier environment would enhance our understanding of the landscape of the LHECZ prior to the
medieval period.
Historic Landscape of the HECZ
3.21. The historic landscape is dominated by Post 1880s Reorganised Fields which are likely to date to the
second half of the twentieth century when pressures to intensify agricultural production led to the removal
of many field boundaries. The origins of these fields are unclear at present, but some may have once
formed part of an open field system serving Streethay. The modern field systems around Fulfen Farm
certainly have their origins as open fields. These open fields were enclosed through verbal, informal
agreements between the farmers known as Piecemeal Enclosure which had begun by at least the early
sixteenth century in Staffordshire. The presence of a watermill at Darnford in the south of the LHECZ
attests to the presence of arable cultivation in the wider area.
3.22. Piecemeal Enclosure is also indicated around Curborough House and Brownsfield Farm, which had its
origins as open fields probably, associated with both Lichfield city and Curborough. Brownsfields Farm
dates to the eighteenth century and may have been built when the open fields here were first enclosed as
Piecemeal Enclosure.
3.23. To the east of the Coventry Canal lies a small area of nineteenth century reorganised Piecemeal Enclosure,
which also had its origins as an open field system in the medieval period. This particular field system is
likely to have belonged to Streethay.
3.24. The settlement pattern is one that is still predominantly dispersed in nature. However, the hamlet of
Streethay has expanded considerably during the later twentieth century and now practically forms part of
the Lichfield conurbation. Streethay was first mentioned in documentary sources in the later twelfth century
and a surviving Scheduled moated site lies to the north of the modern settlement. Other settlements
comprise Curborough first recorded in the thirteenth century which is believed to be the site of a deserted
settlement; Fulfen which was first mentioned in the mid twelfth century and Darnford which was the site of
a watermill by 1243. All three of these sites comprise farmsteads, which date to at least the nineteenth
century.
3.25. The farms at Fulfen and Curborough may have earlier origins. There are four farmsteads which date to at
least the nineteenth century including Curborough Farm, Curborough House Farm, Brownsfield Farm and
Streethay Farmhouse.
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3.26. Towards the end of the eighteenth century the Coventry Canal and the Wyrley and Essington Canal were
constructed meeting at the Huddlesford Junction just outside the LHECZ. The Wyrley and Essington Canal
is disused within the LHECZ, but the Coventry Canal is still in use and there are three accommodation
bridges and a coal wharf surviving along its length within the character zone.

Archaeological and Historical Overview of the Site and Study Area
Prehistoric
3.27. Within the Site very limited evidence of prehistoric occupation has been recorded in the form of fieldwalking
finds. A number of flint flakes have been recovered from a field on the western side of the Site (HER 05211),
which indicates some limited prehistoric activity.
3.28. In the southern part of the Site, an area of features identified from aerial cropmarks has been identified as
probable ring ditches, which are normally suggestive of the remains of round barrows (ploughed flat burial
mounds) of Bronze Age date (HER 01336).
3.29. To the north of the Site an area interpreted as the possible site of a Roman villa has also produced material
during fieldwalking of Mesolithic to Bronze Age date (HER 05115).
3.30. Immediately to the south of the Site a single post hole of prehistoric date, this was recovered from evaluation
work in the Streethay area (Cotswold 2016).
3.31. Evidence indicates there is the potential for occupation within the vicinity during the prehistoric period.
Late Iron Age and Roman
3.32. The south eastern boundary of the Site is formed by Rykneld Street Roman Road (HER 01144), now largely
following the route of the modern A38. In some places along the route, the Agger and roadside ditch survives
as earthworks
3.33. Within the Site, on the western boundary, metal detecting has recovered a number of Roman brooches
(HER 05117). The location of these lie relatively close to the site of a potential villa to the north of the Site
(HER 05115).
3.34. A Roman coin hoard is recorded within the western side of the Site (HER 05211) comprising a total estimate
of 80-100 coins of first to second century date. No other material has been recorded; however, these were
metal detected so other material may not have been recovered.
3.35. To the south, an archaeological evaluation within the Streethay area has identified two intercutting features
dating to the first century AD. These were interpreted as being potentially related to crop drying (Cotswold
Archaeology 2016).
Early Medieval
3.36. No evidence of early medieval occupation has been identified.
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Medieval
3.37. Streethay, situated to the immediate east of Lichfield and covering the south east corner of the Site, is one
of the ancient townships associated with the Lichfield area and has historical records dating back to at least
1327.10
3.38. Significant medieval development within the Site included the Scheduled Monument at The Manor House,
Streethay, which comprises a medieval moated site (List entry ID: 1011063). The moated manor is located
within the southern extent of the Site. This was originally surrounded by a water-filled moat, acting as a
symbol of status rather than defensive. The peak period during which moated sites were built was between
about 1250 and 1350, and they served as prestigious residences throughout the country, although
concentrated within the Midlands and East. The exact location of the infilled eastern moat arm at Streethay
is unknown but the western arm and the western section of the southern arm of the moat are still visible.
3.39. There is also evidence of medieval activity to the north of the Site. To the north west lies the potential site
of a deserted medieval village of Curborough Somerville (HER 59172). Earthworks and geophysical survey
indicate a sunken track with a curving anomaly forming its western edge. Previously the site of the deserted
medieval settlement had been identified within the Site (HER 02089), and it is possible that it covered a
large area between this site and that described above however, only further assessment can confirm this.
Evidence of ridge and furrow earthworks are recorded from aerial photographs from 1963, indicating further
evidence of occupation within the area (HER 40157).
Post-Medieval
3.40. During the post-medieval period there were a number of changes in the area, many of which are
documented on historic maps. John Speed’s map of the County of Staffordshire shows the settlement of
Curborough to the north of Lichfield city (Figure 3).

10

https://www.fradleyandstreethayparishcouncil.gov.uk/Streethay_22129.aspx
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Figure 3 John Speed’s Map of the County of Staffordshire, 1610

3.41. During the post-medieval period, additions and changes to the land surrounding the Manor House were
made, including the construction of the post medieval listed building and plunge bath located to the south
west of the house (List entry ID: 1011063). Documentary records indicate that the 'Great Moat' was cleaned
out and converted into a fish farm in 1704, at which time it is thought that the northern and eastern moat
arms were infilled, and the site achieved its existing configuration. There are slight earthworks on the moated
island to the south of the manor house which indicate the former location of earlier buildings.
3.42. In the south western part of the Site is Brownsfields Farm, an eighteenth-century farm complex laid out
around a series of regular courtyards with a designated farmhouse at its centre.
3.43. The Burton Upon Trent Turnpike Road, first mentioned in 1792, connected the towns of Burton upon Trent,
Alrewas, Lichfield, Brownhills and Shenstone (HER 58462) using the same route as the earlier Roman road
(HER 01144).
3.44. Approximately centrally located, although excluded from the red line, Curborough House Farm is encircled
by the Site. This forms a farmstead laid out around a loose courtyard enclosed by buildings on three sides.
3.45. To the north west of Curborough House Farm lies Curborough Farm (HER 53097), similarly of eighteenthcentury origin, with an L-shaped courtyard, with the farmhouse designated at Grade II.
3.46. Yates’ map of the County of Stafford shows some of these developments, particularly around Streethay
along the roman road. Lichfield Brook, Netherstowe Lane and the canal to the north are all depicted, along
with dispersed farms which are also named through the land surrounding Lichfield city, including Hill Farm
to the north Streethay (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Yates' Map of the County of Stafford, 1798

3.47. The Ordnance Survey map of 1903 (Figure 5) shows that by the turn of the century the railway had been
constructed to the south of the Site, and dispersed settlement within the area is more clearly visible. Rough
Stockings, Brownsfields, the fishponds, Curborough House, Westhill Farm and Easthill Farm are located
within the Site and its environs at this time. The field patterns indicate that the land to the north west
comprises of an anciently enclosed fieldscape, and there was boundary planting between fields and tracks
which traversed the area.

Figure 5 Ordnance Survey Map, 1903
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Modern
3.48. There was very little change to the Site throughout the first half of the twentieth century.

Figure 6 View of Lichfield Cathedral and environs to the north, Lichfield, 1948.

3.49. Figure 6 shows the Cathedral in 1948 with Stowe Pool, Stowe House, and open landscape to the north,
with very little suburban development around the City centre at this time. Beyond the Pool and House was
a stretch of fields, the railway line, with Brownsfields Farm and the agricultural fields and landscape visible
in the distance.
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Figure 7 Ordnance Survey Map 1955

3.50. To the north of the Site lies the former RAF Lichfield (HER 20057), originally opened in 1940 for one of the
aircraft storage units but became one of the busiest airfields during 1942-5. The site was finally closed in
April 1956, although numerous associated heritage assets survive or have been recorded on the airfield.
3.51. Development to the north of Lichfield continued through the later twentieth and twenty-first centuries, now
comprising a significant area south of the Site, infilling between the City centre and railway line. Industrial
development to the north of the Site along Wood End Lane also resulted in the loss of historic farms and
replacement with large industrial units and buildings associated with the new business park.
3.52. The Scheduled Monument has also been altered, as a section of the northern arm was redug in recent times
along its original line. There are some modern buildings to the south east of the Manor.
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4. Site Assessment
4.1.

A site visit was undertaken on the 7th and 8th of October 2020. A visual assessment was undertaken of the
Site and the heritage assets within it. Footpaths within the Site were walked, as well as topographical high
points. The setting of the identified heritage assets both within the Site and the immediate vicinity were
considered. During the site visit the weather was overcast with good visibility. Brownsfields Farm,
Curborough House, Curborough Farmhouse, and the Scheduled Monument were not accessible.

General Description
4.2.

The Site is comprised of an expanse of open fields (mostly arable), the high point in its centre, the ground
plateauing to the south and west and falling to the north and east. The topography affords long views from
the high points within the Site.

4.3.

Many of the fields have vegetated field boundaries with some mature hedgerow trees and tree clumps
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 View from a high point of the Site to the east

4.4.

The northern boundary of the Site follows a track off Netherstowe Lane and field boundaries which follow
a line to the south east to the A38. The eastern boundary is formed by the A38 and the Scheduled
Monument. To the south, the boundary is formed by the twenty-first century development at Streethay and
the railway line, peeling off to follow Netherstowe Lane. The western boundary follows the Curborough
Brook, although excluded an area of farm buildings and fields within Curborough.

4.5.

The majority of the Site comprises of undulating undeveloped arable fields. The fields across the Site are
irregular.
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4.6.

A farm complex is located within the southern portion, Brownsfields Farm; this includes Grade II listed
farmhouse and curtilage listed outbuildings (Figure 9). The farm is a complex of eighteenth-century red
brick buildings grouped closely together and accessed by a tree lined driveway off Netherstowe Lane
(Figure 10). The farmstead is surrounded by fields (which form part of the Site) to the north, south, east
and west.

Figure 9 View of Brownsfields Farm

Figure 10 Drive to Brownsfields Farm

4.7.

Netherstowe Lane bounds the fields within the south and west portion of the Site, running from north to
south, following a sinuous route. The road is narrow, and the majority bordered by grass banks, hedgerow
and some mature trees (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 Netherstowe Lane

4.8.

Halfway along Netherstowe Lane a footpath leads east into the Site. From this footpath, the land plateaus
to the south to afford long views across the fields. Beyond the boundary of the Site, the spires of the
Cathedral are visible on the horizon (Figure 12).

Figure 12 View south with Cathedral spires in the distance

4.9.

To the east the land slopes down towards the Mare Brook, and there are long range views across the fields
in the Site towards the Scheduled Monument (Figure 13). The fields in the centre of the Site are bordered
with grass verges and/or tree lines, with a tree clump visible in Figure 13. The large roofs of the barns to
the south east of the Site are visible in the distance, with a line of tall trees marking the boundary of the
Site and partially screening views of the modern housing development beyond.
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Figure 13 View east towards the Scheduled Monument

4.10. To the north of the Site is an area of paddock surrounding the farm at Curborough House (Figure 14). The
spires of the Cathedral and the Church of St Michael are visible on the horizon from the paddocks.

Cathedral
Spires

Church
Spire

Figure 14 Paddock with spires highlighted

4.11. Further north are arable fields, from which views of the industrial buildings along Wood End Lane are
prominent. The land here is low, following the valley of Mare Brook, and is enclosed by these industrial
buildings to the north, a ridge of land to the south and the vegetated boundary of Netherstowe Lane to the
west.
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Figure 15 View north from paddock over the Site

Figure 16 Views to the north west from Netherstowe Lane towards the industrial site

4.12. To the south east of the Site, within the low ground, a track leading from Thompson Way following the
boundary of the Site and turns to the north. From this track are views towards the Scheduled Monument.
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Figure 17 View from the track towards the Scheduled Monument

4.13. The Scheduled Monument is a moated site, with dense evergreen and deciduous planting surrounding it.
The roof of the listed building within the site, The Manor, can be seen above the tree line (Figure 17). The
moated site is largely screened from view by this planting, however elements of it can be seen from the
west also. A line of plain trees extends from Thompson Way towards the ponds (Figure 18). The nineteenth
and twentieth century housing to the south east of the Manor can also be seen in this view, particularly
Field Cottage. Otherwise, the moated site is surrounded by arable fields to the north, west and its grounds
to the south.

Figure 18 View east towards the Scheduled Monument
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4.14. The setting of the Site is urbanised to the east and south and comprises of the old Roman Road of Rykneld
Street, now the A38, the railway line, and modern housing development of Nether Stowe and Roman
Heights (Figure 19). This development, along with tall buildings within Lichfield, are often visible from
areas within the Site (Figure 20).

Figure 19 View west towards entrance to modern development surrounding the listed building Streethay
House Farmhouse

Figure 20 View to the south from Site towards modern development

4.15. To the north, the setting of the Site comprises of a small stretch of arable fields and leads to the industrial
and recreational areas of Wood End Lane.
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4.16. The east of the Site is largely comprised of dispersed farm settlements and arable fields connected by
country lanes. The farm at Curborough House, which sits partially within the Site and is of historic
derivation, is comprised of large mass modern barns and earlier red brick farmhouse buildings (Figure
21).

Figure 21 Farm at Curborough House
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5. Assessment of Significance
Significance Criteria
5.1. The intrinsic significance unique to each heritage asset can be defined as the sum of tangible and intangible
values which make it important to society. The significance of an asset or place may reflect its age,
aesthetic, architectural quality or fabric, as well as intangible qualities such as associations with historic
people or events.
5.2.

To assess the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, this report has drawn guidance from
Historic England11 which recommends making assessments under the categories of: Archaeological
interest, Architectural and artistic interest, and Historic interest, in accordance with the definition of
significance within the NPPF. These interests together contribute to the overall significance of a place or
site.

5.3.

These attributes of significance are described as:
•

Archaeological interest
There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or potentially holds, evidence of
past human activity worthy of expert investigation at some point.

•

Architectural and artistic interest
These are interests in the design and general aesthetics of a place. They can arise from conscious
design or fortuitously from the way the heritage asset has evolved. More specifically, architectural
interest is an interest in the art or science of the design, construction, craftsmanship and decoration
of buildings and structures of all types. Artistic interest is an interest in other human creative skills,
like sculpture.

•

Historic Interest
An interest in past lives and events (including pre-historic). Heritage assets can illustrate or be
associated with them. Heritage assets with historic interest not only provide a material record of
our nation’s history but can also provide meaning for communities derived from their collective
experience of a place and can symbolise wider values such as faith and cultural identity.

5.4.

Section 3 of this report has identified the heritage assets considered relevant to this assessment. The
significance of the identified heritage assets will be assessed using a number of significance ratings to
permit a quantifiable assessment:
•

High: Significant at national or international level. These will tend to have a high cultural value and
form an important element of a building or site.

11

Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets - Historic England
Advice Note 12.
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•

Medium: Significant at a regional or national level. These will tend to have some cultural merit and
form a significant part of the building or site.

5.5.

•

Low: local or regional significance.

•

Neutral: Has no cultural significance but is also not considered intrusive to heritage value.

•

Intrusive: Detracts from heritage significance.

Further to the above, when considering the significance rating of a particular heritage asset, it is important
to acknowledge the various levels of protection granted to heritage assets. For example, the scheduling of
a monument is applied only to sites of national importance and is reserved for carefully selected sites,
which creates a representative sample of sites from different epochs12. A building is listed to mark and
celebrate its special architectural and historic interest, and listed buildings of all grades are of national
importance. Grade I listed buildings are of exceptional interest; Grade II* listed buildings being particularly
important buildings of more than special interest; and Grade II listed buildings being of special interest 13.
Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings are designated by the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS). Parks and gardens are registered to celebrate designed landscapes of note.
The ‘Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England’ is compiled by Historic
England14.

5.6.

Setting also contributes to the significance of a heritage asset. The NPPF notes that setting is: The
surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the
significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.

5.7.

As outlined in Section 2 of this report, this assessment has followed the steps set out in the Historic England
Guidance document The Setting of Heritage Assets15.

Statements of Significance
Archaeological Potential
3.53. The presence of ring ditches as crop marks indicate the potential for prehistoric occupation either in the
form of settlement or funerary monuments. Similarly, the limited amount of flint recovered in this area
suggests there is some potential for other occupation.

12

Historic England. Scheduled Monuments. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/scheduledmonuments/
13 Historic England. Listed Buildings. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/listed-buildings/
14 Historic England. Registered Parks and Gardens. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/registeredparks-and-gardens/
15 Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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3.54. The presence of large quantities of Roman coins and other artefacts present within the Site, from metal
detecting, indicates the high potential for a Roman settlement being present. This is supported by the
presence of potential outlying features identified within the Streethay development to the south. How this
is related to the potential Roman villa to the north of the Site is currently unclear.
3.55. The presence of a medieval moat within the Site, lying within the Scheduled Area, will contain the remains
of earlier buildings than those that are on the site at present, as well as waterlogged deposits within the
lines of the surviving moats and those that have been backfilled.
3.56. The probable deserted medieval settlement of Curborough Somerville is located both within and just
outside the Site. The exact nature of this settlement or its extent is at present not known and will require
field assessment to further inform of the potential for significant features.
3.57. Other medieval occupation comprises the ridge and furrow cultivation earthworks which lie close to the
deserted medieval settlement. Overall, the Site has a high potential for surviving medieval occupation.
3.58. The number of farm complexes expanded in the eighteenth century with several either within or on the
edge of the Site. These will all contain important archaeological information relating to the development of
the Agrarian economy.
3.59. The Scheduled Monument will contain evidence of changes that took place to the moated complex during
the post medieval period becoming a fish farm.
3.60. The lack of development in the area would indicate damage to archaeological deposits will be limited to
the agricultural activity that has occurred on the Site.

Designated Heritage Assets within the Site
Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House: High significance
5.8.

The moated site is of high significance, reflected by its designation as Scheduled Monument. Its listing
description provides a reason for designation as a significant class of medieval monument, with around
6000 known in England. Moated sites are important for the understanding of the distribution of wealth and
status in the countryside and many examples provide conditions favourable to the survival of organic
remains.

5.9.

The monument is a rare example of a medieval moated site which was converted to a fish farm in the early
eighteenth century. The listing description notes that:
The moated island and the moat ditches will retain important artefactual and structural evidence for
the medieval and post-medieval occupation of the site, whilst the infilled parts of the moat ditches
will retain buried deposits of value in the understanding of the economy and environment of the
site's occupants. There is detailed documentation for the moated site's conversion to a fish farm.16

16

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1011063
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5.10. The significance of the site is principally derived from its historic and archaeological interest. The house
was built within the medieval moated area in 1591 by Richard Pyott.17 Documentary records indicate that
the 'Great Moat' was cleaned out and converted into a fish farm in 1704, and in 1706 the site was described
as having gardens, orchards, fishponds and a pigeon house, as well as a spring-fed cold plunge bath
located between the house and the moat.18 Although the original moat was filled in after its conversion to
a fish farm, its western and southern line is still legible. These ponds and earthworks make a positive
contribution to the significance of the site and enhance our appreciation of the original moat and
subsequent infill which took place to transform the site into a fish farm in the early eighteenth century.
5.11. A large portion of the monument includes the grounds of the listed Manor. The Manor is located within the
extent of the monument; however, the building and its associated buildings, paths and driveway are
excluded from the scheduling.
5.12. Within the Scheduled Monument is the listed Plunge Bath, which is included within the scheduling. It is set
within the gardens associated with the Manor house and forms an unusual feature within the grounds. It is
of historic interest due to its historic function and association with the Manor house. It makes a positive
contribution to the significance of the Scheduled Monument. The plunge bath is also considered separately
below.
5.13. The immediate setting of the scheduled monument comprises of the grounds to the Manor, which extend
to the south east of the monument’s boundary and include an arm of the southern pond. This verdant
setting makes a positive contribution to the scheduled monument, aesthetically and through its historic
association with the Manor. Following the drive to the east are a group of four properties, which range in
date from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These buildings make a neutral contribution to the
significance of the monument, as they are largely screened by dense planting and are separate in character
(Figure 18).
5.14. The monument’s wider setting comprises of the Roman Road Rykneld Street to the east, modern housing
development to the south, and fields to the east and north. The road and modern development introduce
an urbanised character to the setting of the monument, and the development makes a negative contribution
to its setting and significance, severing it from its surrounding agricultural land which it would historically
have shared an association with. It also detracts from the monument’s historic isolation within the
landscape and tranquillity in which it would have been experienced.
5.15. The fields to the west and north make a positive contribution to the significance of the monument, as
although they no longer share an association, they allow for the monument to be understood within its
wider historic setting. Parts of the Manor are visible from these fields, although dense and overgrown
planting currently screens the majority of the site (Figure 22).

17
18

https://www.parksandgardens.org/places/streethay-manor
Ibid.
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Figure 22 View towards the Scheduled Monument with the Manor partially visible

Plunge Bath Approximately 25 Yards South West of The Manor: High significance
5.16. The plunge bath was not accessible during the site visit and has been assessed using its listing description
and online resources.
5.17. This feature draws its significance from its historic, architectural and archaeological interest. The plunge
bath is an ashlar well head, likely dating from the seventeenth century. It is shown on the tithe map as a
small square building labelled as ‘bath’, and later on the first edition Ordnance Survey map as being a
circular well feature.
5.18. It is an unusual building, of small proportion and a square plan with an open doorway to the east. It is
topped by a corbelled stone roof surmounted by a foliated finial (Figure 23). As a unique feature, it is of
some archaeological interest.
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Figure 23 Plunge bath
https://www.zoopla.co.uk/property-history/the-manor/burton-road/streethay/lichfield/ws13-8lu/18358949

5.19. The building is set within the gardens of the listed building The Manor. The Manor and its grounds make a
positive contribution to the significance of the plunge pool, providing a pleasantly landscaped setting for
the garden feature to be appreciated and understood within its context.

Brownsfield Farmhouse: High significance
5.20. Brownsfield Farmhouse is an early eighteenth century farmhouse. It was not accessible during the site
visit and has been assessed using its listing description, online resources and assessment made from its
setting. Its significance is derived from its historic and architectural interest. The farmhouse is two storeys
constructed in red brick with a plain tile roof and comprises of two parallel ranges which are aligned northeast and south-west, facing to the south east. This traditional plan form and building material contributes
to the architectural interest of the building.
5.21. The historic significance of the farmhouse is derived from its age and as an example of a regional
vernacular building, as well as its place within the wider landscape which is defined by dispersed farmstead
development.
5.22. The immediate setting of the farmhouse is comprised of a complex of outbuildings, features and buildings,
some of which appear to have been converted into residential use. The buildings are arranged around a
courtyard, sharing the same access as the farmhouse. These associated farm buildings make a positive
contribution to the significance of the listed building, as they enhance our appreciation of the building as
part of a historic working farm.
5.23. The wider setting of the farmhouse comprises of the surrounding arable fields, with which the building
shares a visual and functional relationship. These fields within the allocation Site make a positive
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contribution to the significance of the listed farmhouse and enhance our appreciation and understanding
of its historic use.
5.24. The first edition Ordnance Survey map depicts the farm buildings in a tight complex surrounding two
courtyard spaces, accessed by a tree lined avenue from the south. This avenue has been retained and
makes a positive contribution to the setting of the listed farmhouse.

Figure 24 View of the farm complex at Brownsfields

Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad Grade I Listed: High Significance
5.25. As a grade I listed building the Cathedral is of high significance and high historic and architectural interest.
It is renowned for being the only medieval cathedral in England with three spires, two of which are atop
the west towers, making the cathedral a prominent feature of Lichfield’s skyline.
5.26. A Cathedral was first established here by St Chad in the 660s, however its exact location is not known.
Work began on the existing gothic cathedral in the twelfth century, with thirteenth century aisles, chapter
house and chapel, transepts and crossing tower. Major restoration work was undertaken in the 1660s,
again in the 1788-95 continued by Joseph Potter Snr. of Lichfield, in the 1850s by Smirke, and 1856-78 by
Sir Gilbert Scott, continued by John Oldrid Scott until 1905. 19 These works contribute positively to the
architectural and historical associative interest of the Cathedral, particularly for its association with Sir
George Gilbert Scott.

19

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1298431
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Figure 25 Cathedral, looking east showing the west towers

5.27. The Cathedral saw huge losses during the Civil War, due to its easily defendable location which led to its
being used as a garrison for both sides during a number of sieges. During the war, its central spire and
roofs were demolished, and statues, carvings, documents and stained glass destroyed. However, in 1806
stained glass from Herckenrode Abbey was installed into the Lady Chapel which dates from 1540, with
further Herckenrode glass in the choir aisle, sixteenth century Flemish glass also installed in 1895, and a
range of other glass of historic and artistic value installed throughout the Cathedral. A number of statues
of note are located in the Cathedral also. These features contribute positively to the artistic and
architectural significance of the Cathedral.
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5.28. The immediate setting of the Cathedral comprises of the enclave of buildings within the Close, which is a
typical arrangement. There is a high density of medieval listed buildings here, many of which were refaced
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which make a positive contribution to the setting of the
Cathedral (Figure 26). They contribute to an enclosed character within the immediate setting of the
Cathedral and make a positive contribution.
5.29. The grade II listed park and garden, Cathedral Close and Linear Park (List Entry ID: 1001399) surrounds
the Cathedral and extends to the north and south, forming part of its setting. The park makes a positive
contribution to the significance of the Cathedral, its design close to the Cathedral in particular influenced
by landscape designer Humphrey Repton and ‘Swan of Lichfield’ Anna Seward. 20

Figure 26 View towards the Cathedral from The Close

5.30. The Cathedral is located within the centre of Lichfield, and its wider setting comprises of the built density
of the city with areas of park. The historic layout is still legible in the streetplan such as Bird Street, Market
Street, Tamworth Street, Lombard Street, Stowe Street and Gaia Lane. Twentieth and twenty-first century
expansion has led to substantial development to the north, east, and south of the city.
5.31. Due to the topography of the wider rural setting of Lichfield, the Cathedral’s spires can be seen in the wider
landscape. These views from agricultural land make a positive contribution to the significance of the
Cathedral. The three spires, known as the Ladies of the Vale, are a unique and celebrated aspect of the
city, and their far-reaching visibility emphasise their landmark status and purpose to act as a religious focal
point to the city. They contribute to the identity of Lichfield and its sense of place, particularly when seen
from afar. The Site, therefore, makes a positive contribution to the Cathedral, as it provides an area of

20

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1001399
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undeveloped land where historic views of the spires as they reach over the horizon can be appreciated as
they would have been throughout history.

Church of St Michael Grade II* Listed: High significance
5.32. The significance of the Church of St Michael is derived from its architectural and historic interest as an
ancient church serving the City of Lichfield. The church dates from the thirteenth century, with a fourteenth
century tower, although chiefly comprises of later restoration work made by Lichfield architect Thomas
Johnson in 1842-3.

Figure 27 Church of St Michael
https://lichfieldlore.co.uk/tag/st-michael/

5.33. The church is of architectural interest, constructed in red brick and ashlar under a tile roof. It has a
crenelated parapet and needle spire with string courses.
5.34. The church is on one of the oldest sites in Lichfield, recorded as being one of England's five ancient Christian
burial grounds.21 Once surrounded by pasture, court orders of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries show
that “there were fences around the arable fields of… St Michael’s Lichfield in 1421”.22 It is now set within a
churchyard, which makes a positive contribution to the significance of the church.
5.35. Within the church is a memorial floor slab to Samuel Johnson's parents and brother of 1784 (re-cut),
contributing to the historic associative interest of the church, and demonstrating its connection to the
notable residents of the City of Lichfield. The Church is also of historic associative interest due to the
restorations made by architect Thomas Johnson of local firm Johnson & Son.

21
22

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1292420
David Hall, The Open Fields of England, Medieval History and Archaeology (Oxford University Press, 2014), p. 316
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5.36. The immediate setting of the Church is formed by its churchyard, in which are three listed headstones and
memorials, which contributes positively to the church’s significance by virtue of its historic associative
relationship. The wider setting to the north is comprised of Church Street and the modern housing
development and retail, and to the west is further modern residential development; these areas make a
neutral contribution as they are largely screened by dense planting. To the south is the railway line and a
band of planting, which make a neutral contribution to the church, and to the east is a cemetery, which
makes a positive contribution as open green space.
5.37. The Church’s spire is visible from areas of high ground within the Site and is located roughly 1.2 km from
its southern boundary. While the Church is separated from the Site by a substantial band of twentieth
century development, its setting urbanised, the Site is considered to form part of the much wider agricultural
setting to the City of Lichfield. Therefore, the Site is considered to make a very limited contribution to the
significance of the Church of St Michael. This is due to the interposing development which separates the
Church from the Site, and the Church’s significance chiefly being derived from its architectural and historic
interest as a place of worship.

The Manor Grade II Listed: High significance
5.38. The farmhouse was not accessible during the site visit, so this assessment is made using online resources
and its listing description.
5.39. The significance of the Manor is derived from its architectural and historic interest. The building dates from
the early seventeenth century, with later eighteenth century and twentieth century alterations.
5.40. The two-storey property is built in red brick with sandstone ashlar plinth and dressings, under a plain tile
roof. It follows a T-shape plan. The historic form of the building is still very much legible and appreciated.
The building is significant for its historic and architectural interest and is an attractive historic Manor house,
which has retained many original fixtures and fittings and architectural detail.
5.41. It is shown on the Tithe Map of 1837 as being a house surrounded by plantation to the north, water to the
west and south, and pasture to the south. These features still form its immediate setting to this day. They
make a positive contribution to the Manor, as planned private gardens and enclosed green space. The
listed Plunge Pool within the gardens also makes a positive contribution, as a unique feature within the
grounds.
5.42. There are some dwellings to the south east of the Manor, which share an access route. These make a
neutral contribution to the Manor, as they are separate in character and largely screened from view.
5.43. The wider setting of the Manor comprises of surrounding arable fields to the north, west and south west.
The Tithe Apportionment notes that these fields are owned by a William Holland, who also owned and
occupied the Manor. Therefore, the building also draws significance from the surrounding agricultural land,
with which it has a shared historic association. Therefore, the fields which fall within the Site contribute to
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the Manor, as part of the historic rural landscape setting of the building, particularly noting its former historic
association through ownership and function.

Curborough Farmhouse Grade II Listed: High significance
5.44. The farmhouse was not accessible during the site visit, as such this assessment was made using online
resources, including sales particulars, and its listing description.23
5.45. The significance of the Curborough Farmhouse is derived from its historic and architectural interest. The
farmhouse dates from the early to mid-eighteenth century, one storey constructed in red brick under a plain
tile roof. It is constructed in a T-shape plan and comprises of two parallel ranges aligned north-west and
south-west with a rear wing. There is also an attic level with dentilled eaves band, and a cellar.
5.46. The interior of the building was not inspected at the time of listing, and so there is potential for
archaeological interest to be revealed upon further inspection. Sales particulars reveal that historic
architectural features have been retained.
5.47. The farmhouse is surrounded by its gardens and associated outbuildings to the north, and barns to the
east. These make a positive contribution to the farmhouse, as associated buildings which reflect its historic
agricultural use. The complex is accessed by a drive to the east which leads to Netherstowe Lane.
5.48. The historic significance of the farmhouse is also derived from its age and its place within the wider
landscape which is defined by dispersed farmstead development set within an agricultural landscape. The
wider setting of the building comprises of fields; the farmhouse draws significance from the surrounding
agricultural land, through its shared historic association and functional relationship. The Tithe
Apportionment notes that both the farmstead and the surrounding fields were owned by the Earl of Lichfield
at this time. The Site, therefore, makes a positive contribution to the farmhouse, particularly the adjacent
field to the north, with which a historic functional and visual relationship is shared.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Curborough House: Low significance
5.49. The farmhouse was not accessible during the site visit, as such this assessment is made using online
sources.
5.50. The significance of Curborough House is derived from its architectural and historic interest. The first edition
Ordnance Survey map shows a complex of buildings, set in a horseshoe plan around a courtyard with the
main house to the south of the complex. The property is constructed in red brick under a tile roof and is two

23

https://cdn.fineandcountry.com/property/7/50085593/MED_50085593_50407273.pdf
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storeys in height. A modern single storey extension is visible, and modern UPVC windows have replaced
historic timber windows. The traditional building material, simple architectural brick detailing, historic plan
and character of the building all contribute to its historic and architectural interest. It is possible that historic
features have been retained within the interior of the building.
5.51. The setting of the house has changed a great deal over the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The
immediate setting of the house is formed by a small garden, bounded by a brick wall topped with a metal
fence; this makes a positive contribution to the building. The house was historically accessed by a semicircular drive, which was planted. The drive is still in use today and makes a positive contribution to the
setting of the asset. There are some red brick barns and outbuildings surrounding the house, which
contribute to its historic interest and enhance our appreciation of the farmhouse within its context. However,
the majority of the surrounding buildings are modern buildings associated with the Curborough Equestrian
business which is run from the site. These make a negative contribution to the historic character of the
house, as they are largely unsympathetic in building material, size and mass in relation to the historic
farmhouse and its associated buildings. Beyond the built surroundings, the house is set within paddocks
and fields to the north, east and south, and Netherstowe Lane to the west. The open fields of arable and
pasture make a positive contribution as part of the rural setting of the building.
5.52. The building draws its significance from surrounding agricultural and grazing land which contributes
positively to the significance of the heritage asset, due to its historic association with the fields. The Site,
therefore, makes a positive contribution to the significance of Curborough House, as part of the historic
rural landscape setting of the building, particularly noting its former historic function as an agricultural
building.

Rough Stockings: Low significance
5.53. The significance of Rough Stockings is derived from its architectural and historic interest. The building and
its associated barn are of eighteenth-century origin, shown on the first edition Ordnance Survey map,
constructed in red brick. The house is classically proportioned, its simple architectural style contributing
positively to its architectural interest and is two storeys high.
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Figure 28 Rough Stockings

5.54. The setting of the building is overwhelmingly agricultural, with Rough Stockings appearing isolated in a
wide expanse of fields. This contributes positively to the interest of the asset, as it is a prominent feature
within an otherwise arable and undeveloped setting. Immediately surrounding the house is a slightly raised
grass bank, which follows the route of the brook, and planting along the bank. The house is accessed by
a straight drive to the south which connects to the track off Thompson Way.
5.55. The building draws some of its significance from surrounding agricultural fields which contribute positively
to the significance of the heritage asset, due to its historic association with the fields. Areas of the Site,
therefore, make a positive contribution to the significance of Rough Stocking, as part of the historic rural
landscape setting of the building.
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6. Potential Impact of Development
6.1.

This section assesses the potential impact of development within the Site upon the heritage significance of
the identified heritage assets.

6.2.

The potential impact of development is considered in relation to the direct (physical) impacts on heritage
assets located within the Site and the indirect (non-physical) impacts on heritage assets located within the
Site and the Study Area, due to change within their settings.

6.3.

The assessment of the potential impact of development upon the setting of the identified heritage assets has
been considered using the guidance detailed in Historic England’s The Setting of Heritage Assets24.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Direct Impact)
Archaeology
6.4.

Assessment has revealed evidence within the Site of potential occupation in the prehistoric period. The
ring ditches identified from aerial photography indicate either a funerary site or settlement of Bronze to Iron
Age.

6.5.

Metal detecting finds have revealed large numbers of Roman coins linked with the suggested site of a villa
to the north of the Site; this indicates the potential of occupation within the site during the first and second
centuries. This occupation may be associated to the adjacent Roman road.

6.6.

The majority of the Site has remained as agricultural land since the mid-nineteenth century and potentially
since the medieval period. There is evidence of a possible medieval deserted medieval village in the
northern part of the site, the remains of Curborough Somerville, and a scheduled former moated enclosure
in the southern part of the Site.

6.7.

During the post medieval period the expansion of farms can be seen on the Site and in the immediate
area. Within the Site the farm of Brownsfield Farm develops in the eighteenth century.

6.8.

The Manor in the southern part of the Site a post medieval building and plunge bath developed with the
exploitation and conversion of the existing moated complex to a fish farm.

6.9.

Given the lack of modern development or change to the Site’s historic use, if features of significance
survive, they would have unlikely been significantly truncated by previous development and as such there
is a higher chance of survival.

6.10. The assessment has found that the Site has historically been agricultural land probably from the prehistoric
period and as a result the only damage to surviving earlier deposits would have been caused by the
agricultural regime.
6.11. The presence of prehistoric monuments within the Site indicates certainly occupation in the Bronze or Iron
Ages.

24

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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6.12. The Sites location abutting the Roman Road increases the potential for settlement within the Site. This is
supported by the large collection of first and second century coins, which may be related to the villa to the
north east outside the Site or may relate to a settlement within the Site itself.
6.13. During the medieval period the position of the deserted medieval village of Curborough Somerville is
unclear, with one reference within the site the other in close proximity to Curborough Farm. It is possible
that both are accurate and that the deserted settlement extends in a ribbon formation over a distance
between the two records. Of great importance is the medieval moated site on the southern edge of the
Site. This developed from a Medieval moat into a plunge pool and fish farm in the post medieval period.
Any impact relating to this complex will need to be discussed with the Historic England regional inspector.
6.14. No specific or outline masterplan has been considered within this assessment of the Site. As such this
assessment has addressed the principle of development within the Site and made recommendations to
reduce harm.
6.15. Assessment has revealed there is potential for archaeological features and artefacts within the Site. Should
these exist within the development footprint they will be directly impacted and, in the circumstance that no
mitigation is reached, destroyed.

Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House: High significance
6.16. The Scheduled Monument is partially located within the Site to the south eastern corner. Elements of the
moat to the west and south of the Manor fall within the Site, and therefore there is potential for development
within the boundary of the Site to cause direct impact.
6.17. The entry for the Scheduled Monument notes that the moated island and the moat ditches will retain
important artefactual and structural evidence for the medieval and post-medieval occupation of the site,
whilst the infilled parts of the moat ditches will retain buried deposits of value which enhance the
understanding of the economy and environment of the site's occupants.
6.18. This asset is of high significance due to its level of designation, and its potential to provide further
information about the historic use of the site. Any proposal which affects features within the Scheduled
Monument such as the moat and gardens which surround the Manor and causes direct impact would cause
harm to the monument.
6.19. Any impact relating to this complex will need to be discussed with the Historic England regional inspector.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Indirect Impact)
Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House: High significance
6.20. The Scheduled Monument is partially located within the Site in the north eastern corner; however, this
assessment has shown that it draws some significance from its wider setting including fields to the east.
There is potential, therefore, for less than substantial harm to be caused through proposals which would
impact the arable setting of the Scheduled Monument. The monument is currently visually screened from the
fields by dense planting, however there is likely potential for some inter-visibility during winter months and
the historic relationship between the moated site and fields beyond still contribute to its significance.
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6.21. Any impact relating to this complex will need to be discussed with the Historic England regional inspector.

Brownsfield Farmhouse: High significance
6.22. Although no masterplan has been considered in the completion of this Heritage Assessment, it has been
completed under the assumption that the fabric of the listed Farmhouse will not be directly impacted.
Therefore, only indirect impact has been assessed for this heritage asset. It is also assumed that the domestic
curtilage from this asset will be ring-fenced from development.
6.23. There would be an impact on the historic, rural setting of the Grade II listed Brownsfield Farmhouse arising
from development on the Site.
6.24. Development on the Site would result in the loss of part of the farmhouse’s historic context and an irreversible
change to the open and rural character of the asset’s setting. Consequently, it is considered that any
development on the Site would cause a degree of harm to the significance of the farmhouse. With regard to
the NPPF, it is considered that this harm would be less than substantial.
6.25. Due to the intrinsic link between the farmhouse and its surrounding agricultural fields, it is considered unlikely
to be able to completely mitigate any harm, however steps can be taken to ensure some of the rural setting
is retained. This would allow for some appreciation of the asset within its historic context as a dispersed
farmstead.

Plunge Bath Approximately 25 Yards South West of The Manor: High significance
6.26. The plunge bath is located within the grounds of The Manor and within the boundary of the Scheduled
Monument. The bath draws some of its significance therefore from the landscaped garden of the Manor,
which make a positive contribution. This garden is bounded by dense planting and is enclosed in character,
separate from the arable fields to the west and road to the east.
6.27. It is considered, therefore, that changes proposed within the boundary of the garden would have less than
substantial harm to the heritage asset. Changes to the wider arable setting are unlikely to cause any harm,
as the asset’s setting comprises of the boundary of the Manor’s grounds, it shares a relationship with the
gardens as a designed feature within them.

Heritage Assets outside the Site (Indirect Impact)

Cathedral: High Significance
6.28. Within the Local Policy LC2: Lichfield Environment states that “Evidence shows key views of Lichfield
Cathedral and the roofscape of Lichfield city are of local importance and provides a focus for the district and
within the city. Views will therefore be safeguarded and the creation of new vistas as part of new development
will be encouraged”.
6.29. The Site currently shares a visual connection with the Cathedral, its spires visible from many areas within the
Site and particularly from central high ground. The spires deliberately punctuate the sky and act as a
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wayfinder, giving Lichfield’s skyline its famous nickname ‘Ladies of the Vale’. As assessed, these widereaching views make a positive contribution to the Cathedral, enhancing our appreciation of it within its wider
rural setting, particularly where those views shield views of the city itself and so only the spires are visible.
6.30. In relation to the NPPF the development of this arable site and loss of these views would cause less than
substantial harm to the Cathedral.
6.31. It is considered unlikely that this harm can be completely mitigated, but it may be minimised through strategic
master planning and the retention of some views.

Church of St Michael: High significance
6.32. The spire of the Church of St Michael is visible from within areas of the Site, particularly the high ground in
its centre. The proposed development boundary would therefore impact some views towards the Church
from the historic, rural setting of the city.
6.33. However, this assessment has found that due to the interposing development which separates the Church
from the Site, and the Church’s significance chiefly being derived from its architectural and historic interest
as a place of worship, no harm would be caused by the proposed development Site.

The Manor: High significance
6.34. The listed Manor is located within the boundary of the Scheduled Monument, however, is not included in the
designation.
6.35. The Manor’s immediate setting of its landscaped grounds and surrounding moat makes a positive
contribution to the asset, as it shares an associative relationship which enhances our appreciation of the site
as a medieval moated manor, eighteenth-century fishponds, and its continued use as a high-status house
set in pleasant gardens. The garden is bounded by dense planting and is enclosed in character, separate
from the arable fields to the west although its roof is partially visible and there is potential for further visibility
during winter months. It is considered, therefore, that changes proposed within the boundary of the garden
would have a high end of less than substantial harm to the heritage asset.
6.36. The wider setting of the Manor comprises of surrounding arable fields to the north, west and south west,
which share a historic association with the Manor. Therefore, the building draws significance from the
surrounding agricultural land, and development here would cause a level of less than substantial harm to the
asset, severing it from its historic rural landscape, particularly noting its former historic association through
ownership.
6.37. The addition of HS2 to the north of the Manor would also lead to cumulative harm; should the remainder of
its historic setting be impacted, and a complete loss of its isolated and tranquil setting would cause harm.
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Curborough Farmhouse: High significance
6.38. The listed farmhouse is located to the east of the Site; however the boundary of the Site extends to the fields
which are north of the farmhouse. There would be an impact on the historic, rural setting of the Grade II listed
farmhouse arising from development on the Site.
6.39. Development on the Site would result in the loss of part of the farmhouse’s historic context and the rural
character of the asset’s setting, particularly to the north where the Site boundary abuts the garden of the
farmhouse. There is also existing residential approval for the land to the south of the farmhouse, meaning
that the development of this Site will result in cumulative harm and the farmhouse being completely enveloped
by modern development.
6.40. Consequently, it is considered that any development on the Site would cause a degree of harm to the
significance of the farmhouse. With regard to the NPPF, it is considered that this harm would be less than
substantial.
6.41. Some harm could be minimised through master planning, which would allow for some appreciation of the
asset within its historic context as a dispersed farmstead.

Curborough House: Low significance
6.42. Curborough House is located to the east of the Site, the Site boundary enclosing it to the north, east and
south. This assessment has identified that, despite some erosion of the historic setting of the house through
the addition of modern buildings which relate to its use as an equestrian centre, it does also draw significance
from its wider setting. The fields and paddocks within the Site contribute to our appreciation of the historic
rural setting of the house, particularly as a dispersed farmstead which is visible on historic mapping.
6.43. Development on the Site could result in the loss of part of the historic context and the rural character of the
asset’s setting, and consequently it is considered that any development on the Site would cause a degree of
harm to the significance of the farmhouse. With regard to the NPPF paragraph 197, it is considered that this
harm would be minor.

Rough Stockings: Low significance
6.44. Rough Stockings is located to the north west of the Site, within a field on low ground that overlooks the south
west portion of the Site. The appearance of the house as an isolated building within the open fields and grass
banks of the brook contributes to its character. There are views from the house into the surrounding fields
and from the fields towards the house. Particularly of note is the straight drive which leads to the house, from
which it can be fully appreciated as an isolated building. Historically the building was accessed by a track to
the south, which forked and continued south east to the Manor and Rykneld Street, and due south to
Streethay House. Therefore, development of the Site to the south of the asset would impact its setting, erode
its character, and sever it from these assets with which it shared a physical connection.
6.45. With regard to the NPPF paragraph 197, it is considered that this harm would minor.
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Summary of Impact
6.46. The presence of a Scheduled Monument within the Site means that there is the potential impact of a
nationally significant heritage asset. The presence of proposals for HS2 will also impact the scheduled site
and as such there will be gradual erosion.
6.47. A range of archaeological evidence suggests occupation from the prehistoric through to the post medieval
period is present within the Site, although as no detailed field assessment has been undertaken the extent
and nature of these sites remain unclear.
6.48. Assessment has revealed potential for archaeological features across the Site based on the result of aerial
photography, historic records and metal detecting. Where these exist within the development footprint it is
likely that they will be directly impacted and potentially completely destroyed.
6.49. It is considered that there would be harm caused to the setting of heritage assets through the change of their
use from agricultural fields and therefore through the loss of historic setting. Within the Site, Brownsfield
Farmhouse, and the Scheduled Monument are considered to be the most sensitive to change, due to their
positioning within the Site and the extent to which their setting contributes to their significance. Outside of the
Site boundary, The Manor, Curborough Farmhouse, Curborough House and Rough Stockings would also be
impacted to some degree through the loss of their historic rural setting.
6.50. Notably, high ground within the Site affords views towards the city of Lichfield, including the Cathedral and
the Church of St Michael. The views towards the Cathedral have been identified as making a positive
contribution to the heritage asset, and as such particular attention should be paid to mitigating harm through
master planning.
6.51. There would be no impact upon the Grade II Listed Church of St Michael or the Grade II Listed Plunge Bath.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield District Council. This
document provides an assessment of heritage impact for Site SHA1 (‘’the Site’’) as referred to in the
Local Plan.

7.2

Designated and non-designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The
following heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment:

7.3

7.4

•

Scheduled Monument Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House (List entry ID:
1011063);

•

Grade II Listed Plunge bath approximately 25 yards south west of The Manor (List Entry ID:
1294999); and

•

Grade II Listed Brownsfield Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1180262).

The following are located outside the Site:
•

Grade II Listed The Manor (List Entry ID: 1374245);

•

Grade II Listed Curborough Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1038913);

•

Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List Entry ID:
1298431);

•

Grade II* Listed Church of St Michael (List Entry ID: 1292420);

•

Curborough House (Non-designated heritage asset); and

•

Rough Stockings (Non-designated heritage asset).

There are a number of archaeological features recorded on Historic Environment Record within the 2km
Study Area which have been considered in this assessment. Heritage assets which were visited and
scoped out of the assessment are:
•

Grade II Listed Streethay Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1294996); and

•

Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area.

7.5

The historic assessment has found that the Site has historically been open agricultural fields, anciently
enclosed, with dispersed farmsteads and traversed by lanes, footpaths and tracks. The area of high
ground within the centre of the Site affords views to the north, east, west and south.

7.6

This assessment has addressed the principle of development within the Site and made recommendations
to reduce harm.

7.7

Assessment has revealed there would be no impact on the significance of the Grade II Listed Church of
St Michael or the Grade II Listed plunge bath, and less than substantial levels of harm to the significance
of the Scheduled Monument, Grade II Listed Brownsfield Farmhouse, Grade II Listed Curborough
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Farmhouse, Grade II Listed The Manor, and Grade I Listed Cathedral through indirect impact. Nondesignated assets Rough Stockings and Curborough House in the environs of the Site will also see low
levels of harm through the loss of their historic agricultural setting.
7.8

In summary, the development of this Site will cause varying levels of less than substantial harm, and
although these cannot be fully mitigated, through sensitive masterplanning the harm can be minimised.

Recommendations
7.9

Early discussions should be undertaken with Historic England regarding the protection and management
of the Scheduled Monument and its associated listed building. As part of any planning application an
agreed outline management plan for the Scheduled Monument should have been agreed. It is
recommended that a comprehensive Management Plan is created for the Scheduled Monument.

7.10

Consideration needs to be given to the setting of the monument. Historically this would have been set
isolated in a rural landscape of open fields. This has already been impacted by the expansion of
development to the south and west and this harm will be increased with the development of this Site. This
development at Streethay and the development of the HS2 mean that further development of the Site will
lead to cumulative harm. Consideration should be given to provide a landscape buffer to add protection
to the Scheduled Monument. This buffer would also minimise harm to the Grade II Listed Manor, which
also shares a historic and visual relationship with surrounding fields and afford the asset tranquillity.

7.11

It is recommended in the first instance that a viewshed analysis is undertaken to identify the areas within
the Site which share visibility with the Cathedral’s spires. It is also recommended that analysis is
undertaken to determine the significance of any identified key views and the contribution they make to
the Cathedral to inform the masterplan. The placement of green space and creation of new vistas within
areas which contribute to the Cathedral may then be considered to help to minimise harm.

7.12

It is recommended that a buffer is included surrounding Brownsfield Farmhouse, particularly to the south
of the house where it can be viewed from Netherstowe Lane and its tree lined driveway, and north where
it is visible within its agricultural setting from footpaths. Retaining the open fieldscape surrounding the
farmhouse will allow it to continue to be appreciated within its historic agricultural setting, with which it
shares an intrinsic relationship through its historic use. It is also recommended that proposals for the farm
and how it is sustainably used after the farmland has been removed as a result of proposed development
are made. This should not be left as a residual consideration after plans have been approved, and a
detailed planning application should come forward to this site concurrent with the masterplan.

7.13

It is also recommended that a buffer to the field north of the Grade II Curborough Farmhouse may help
to minimise harm to the designated heritage asset, particularly considering that the field to the south and
west of the farmhouse is an existing housing allocation. The principle of development to the field north of
the farmhouse would therefore cause cumulative harm to the asset and lead to a complete erosion of its
historic agricultural setting. As such it is recommended that a sensitive approach is taken to ensure that
elements of its setting are retained to the north, such as a landscape buffer between the proposed
development and the residential curtilage of the asset.

7.14

The use of buffers around the non-designated heritage asset Rough Stocking may be beneficial,
particularly following the line of the historic track which once ran between the Scheduled Monument and
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the building. This will retain historic views along old access route towards the building within its arable
setting.
7.15

It is considered that retaining some green space close to Curborough House would be beneficial, as it
shares an associative relationship with fields within the Site. Further investigation into the associated
farm buildings surrounding the house would be beneficial to ascertain the date of outbuildings within the
farm complex, to identify any of historic interest.

7.16

Areas of development will likely completely remove and destroy any archaeological deposits. The
potential of the Site to reveal features of significance has not yet been fully understood. As part of any
future planning application a programme of archaeological evaluation should be undertaken using
geophysics and/or trial trenching to assess the extent and significance of surviving below ground
archaeological deposits.

7.17

With the number of Roman metal items coming from the western part of the site, consideration should
also be given to undertaking a metal detecting survey as part of any overall evaluation strategy.

7.18

The evaluation strategy should facilitate the production of a mitigation strategy for the Site to preserve
either in situ or by record the archaeological deposits impacted.
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Appendices A: Legislation & Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s national planning policies, including
those on the conservation of the historic environment. The NPPF covers all aspects of the historic environment
and heritage assets, including Designated Assets (World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings,
Protected Wreck Sites, Conservation Areas, Registered Parks and Gardens and Registered Battlefields) and nondesignated assets. The NPPF draws attention to the benefits that conserving the historic environment can bring to
the wider objectives of the NPPF in relation to sustainability, economic benefits and place-making (Paragraph
185).
The NPPF states that the significance of heritage assets (including their settings) should be identified, described
and impact of the proposal on the significance of the asset should be assessed. The planning application should
include sufficient information to enable the impact of proposals on significance to be assessed, and thus where
desk-based research is insufficient to assess the impact, field evaluation may also be required. The NPPF
identifies that the requirements for assessment and mitigation of impacts on heritage assets should be
proportionate to their significance and the potential impact (Para 189).
The NPPF sets out the approach that local authorities should adopt in assessing development proposals within
the context of applications for development of both designated and non-designated assets. Great weight should
be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets, and harm or loss to significance through alteration or
destruction should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a Grade II listed
building, Registered Parks & Gardens should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage
assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields, Grade I and
II* listed buildings, Grade I and II* Registered Parks & Gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly
exceptional (Para 194). Additional guidance is given on the consideration of elements within World Heritage Sites
and Conservation Areas (Para 200 and 201).
Where there is substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset a number of criteria
must be met alongside achieving substantial public benefits (Para 195). Where there is less than substantial harm
the harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the development (Para 196). Balanced judgements
should be made when weighing applications that affect non-designated heritage assets (Para 197). The NPPF
also makes provision to allow enabling development (Para 202) and allowing development which enhances World
Heritage Sites and Conservation Areas (Para 200).
Where loss of significance as a result of development is considered justified, the NPPF includes provision to allow
for the recording and advancing understanding of the asset before it is lost in a manner proportionate to the
importance and impact. The results of these investigations and the archive should be made publicly accessible.
The ability to record evidence should not however be a factor in deciding whether loss should be permitted (Para
199).
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Appendices B: Designation Descriptions
Designation Descriptions (within the Site)

Moated site and plunge bath at The Manor House (1011063)
Around 6,000 moated sites are known in England. They consist of wide ditches, often or seasonally water-filled,
partly or completely enclosing one or more islands of dry ground on which stood domestic or religious buildings. In
some cases the islands were used for horticulture. The majority of moated sites served as prestigious aristocratic
and seigneurial residences with the provision of a moat intended as a status symbol rather than a practical military
defence. The peak period during which moated sites were built was between about 1250 and 1350 and by far the
greatest concentration lies in central and eastern parts of England. However, moated sites were built throughout
the medieval period, are widely scattered throughout England and exhibit a high level of diversity in their forms and
sizes. They form a significant class of medieval monument and are important for the understanding of the distribution
of wealth and status in the countryside. Many examples provide conditions favourable to the survival of organic
remains.
The monument at The Manor House is a rare example of a medieval moated site which was converted to a fish
farm in the early 18th century. The plunge bath is of interest both in its own right and as an unusual feature
associated with The Manor House. The moated island and the moat ditches will retain important artefactual and
structural evidence for the medieval and post-medieval occupation of the site, whilst the infilled parts of the moat
ditches will retain buried deposits of value in the understanding of the economy and environment of the site's
occupants. There is detailed documention for the moated site's conversion to a fish farm.
The monument at The Manor House in Streethay includes a moated site, later converted into a fish farm, and a
17th century plunge bath. The Manor House which now occupies part of the site, dating from the early 17th century
with 18th and 20th century alterations, is a Grade II Listed Building and excluded from the scheduling. Descriptions
until the 18th century confirm that the site was originally surrounded by a water-filled moat. The exact location of
the infilled eastern moat arm is unknown but the western arm and the western section of the southern arm of the
moat are still visible. The later pond to the south of the moated site is thought to have destroyed the south east
section of the moat. A section of the northern arm has been redug in recent times along its original line. The moat
on the western and southern sides measures up to 20m wide and more than 2m deep and is water-filled. There is
a deeper, narrower channel cut into the base of the moat. At the south eastern end of the western end of the moat
are the remains of an 18th century sluice. It is not certain where the original access to the moated island lay but a
bridge or causeway over the infilled eastern arm of the moat is most likely. Documentary records indicate that the
'Great Moat' was cleaned out and converted into a fish farm in 1704, at which time it is thought that the northern
and eastern moat arms were filled in and the site achieved its present configuration. There are slight earthworks on
the moated island to the south of the present manor house which indicate the former location of earlier buildings.
The cold plunge bath is situated to the south west of The Manor House and is a Grade II Listed Building. It is built
of ashlar on a square plan with an opening in the east side. It has a corbelled stone roof surmounted by a foliated
finial and is thought to have been built as part of work undertaken in about 1704. The Manor House, its associated
outbuildings, the surfaces of all paths and driveways and the fence posts are excluded from the scheduling, but the
ground beneath these features is included.

Plunge Bath Approximately 25 Yards South West Of The Manor
(1294999)
Well head. Probably C17. Ashlar. Squat square plan building with a doorway to the east and a corbelled stone roof
surmounted by a foliated finial.
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Brownsfield Farmhouse (1180262)
Farmhouse. Early C18. Red brick; plain tile roof with raised verges; brick central stack and external end stack. 2
parallel ranges aligned north-east/south-west facing south-east. 2 storeys and gable-lit attic with storey band and
toothed eaves band and rusticated ashlar quoins of unequal length; 4 bays, casements with segmental heads, that
to left of centre on first floor is blind; door to left with gabled porch.

Designation Descriptions (outside of the Site)

The Manor (1374245)
GV II House. Early C17 with C18 and C20 alterations. Red brick (English bond) with sandstone ashlar plinth and
dressings; plain tile roof; brick central stack. T-shaped plan, main range aligned east-west facing south and rear
wing aligned north-south, the main range may have been flanked by crosswings originally. Two storeys and
gable-lit attic, C17 chamfer mullioned windows of one, two or three-lights and late C18 glazing bar casements with
segmental heads.
South elevation: C17 single-light windows to ground floor left of centre and right of centre and to first floor centre,
otherwise C18 fenestration, that to first floor left of centre replaces a C17 mullioned window. C20 bay window to
ground floor left of centre built in front of a C17 doorway with segmental head and chamfered surround, C20 halfglazed door to right.
North elevation: main house set-back to each side of the central gabled wing. The wing has an C18 window to
ground floor centre and C17 window of one light to ground floor left and right and of three lights to first floor centre.
Right-hand part of main house has an C18 first floor window and C17 ground floor windows in a rhythm of 1:2:1
lights; left-hand part of main house has two C18 first floor windows and C17 windows to ground and first floor right
of centre, of one- and three- lights respectively.
East elevation: gable of main house to the left, rear wing to right. Gable has C17 three-light windows to first and
second floor, C20 casement to ground floor within a larger blocked opening with segmental head; rear wing has
scattered C17 single-light windows and an C18 casement to ground floor left, C20 casement to first floor right;
C20 door to right with bracketed and tiled canopy.
West elevation: gable of main house to right, rear wing to left; gable has a C20 French casement to ground floor,
C20 casement to first floor and C17 three-light window to attic; rear wing has C18 windows and a C20 casement
to ground floor right.

Curborough Farmhouse (1038913)
Farmhouse. Early to mid-C18. Red brick; plain tile roof; brick integral end stacks. T-shaped plan, 2 parallel ranges
aligned north- east/south-west facing south-east, and rear wing aligned north-west/ south-east. One storey and
attic with dentilled eaves band; 3 bays, the central one gabled, casements with segmental heads, mid-C19 bay
window to the left with hipped roof, gabled dormer to the left. Door to right hand gable. Interior not inspected but
likely to be of interest.

Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (1298431)
Cathedral church. Early C13 west choir arcade and aisles, chapter house and chapel, transepts and crossing
tower; c1280 nave, aisles and west towers; 1300-50 Lady Chapel and east choir arcade and aisles, and choir
clerestory. Major restorations of 1660s, 1788-95 continued by Joseph Potter Snr. of Lichfield, 1850s by S Smirke,
and 1856-78 by Sir Gilbert Scott, continued by John Oldrid Scott until 1905. Ashlar with graduated slate roofs.
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…
One of England's smaller cathedrals, much damaged during the Civil War, but retaining much of interest, and very
good C19 work.

For full description please visit the Historic England List Entry.
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Appendices C: Glossary
Archaeological interest

There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially may hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert
investigation at some point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest are
the primary source of evidence about the substance and evolution of places,
and of the people and cultures that made them.

Conservation (for heritage policy)

The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a
way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.

Designated heritage asset

A World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, Listed Building, Protected
Wreck Site, Registered Park and Garden, Registered Battlefield or
Conservation Area designated under the relevant legislation.

Heritage asset

A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a
degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because
of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage assets
and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing).

Historic environment

All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people
and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past
human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and
planted or managed flora.

Historic environment record

Information services that seek to provide access to comprehensive and
dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a defined
geographic area for public benefit and use.

Setting of a heritage asset

The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of
a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of
an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be
neutral.

Significance (for heritage policy)

The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical
presence, but also from its setting.
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Summary catalogue of HER sites within the Study Area:

HER No.

Site Name

Period

Summary

00646

Axe / Adze Findspot,
Kings Bromley

Neolithic

A polished stone axe (or adze) of possible
Neolithic date found at Kings Bromley.

00974

St. Chad's Well, Stowe,
Lichfield

Early Medieval

A listed (LB 1292144 - Grade II) 7th
century structure of ashlar and timber
construction with more modern additions,
which is thought to be on the site of a
possible 7th century date holy well that was
located in St Chad's Churchyard.

01335

Hangar, RAF Lichfield,
Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, one of five
originally, identified on aerial photography
and possibly still surviving.

01336

Cropmarks, North of
Streethay

Prehistoric to
Roman

Cropmark features including a square
enclosure, a ring ditch and other linear
features, identified on aerial photography.
Some of the cropmarks may represent
relict field boundaries.

02089

Curborough Deserted
Settlement

Medieval

The suggested location of the deserted
medieval settlement of Curborough.
Earthworks and below ground features
thought to be associated with the
settlement have been identified circa 700
metres to the south-west of this suggested
approximate location.

03040

Stoney Step Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Streethay

Post Medieval

An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Streethay.

03041

King's Orchard Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Streethay

Post Medieval

An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Streethay.

03042

Streethay Coal Wharf,
Coventry Canal,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A wharf on the Coventry Canal, which is of
probable late 18th or 19th century date.

03043

Streethay Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Streethay

Post Medieval

An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Streethay.

03547

Manor House Moated
Site, Streethay

Medieval

The scheduled (SM 1011063) remains of
a moated site at the Manor House,
Streethay

03548

Moated Site,
Curborough

Medieval

Field name evidence and remains of a
square pond for the possible location of a
medieval moated site, shown on Tithe
map of 1851.

03736

Pond Mill, Stowe

Post Medieval

The site of a mill, with possible mill pond
to the south, since at least the late 18th
century. The mill and associated millhouse
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still survive as dwellings (See PRN
05952).
04950

Pillbox, Fradley Airfield

WWII

A Second World War pillbox, probably
built to defend Fradley Airfield.

04951

Site of Pillbox, SouthWest of Fradley Airfield

WWII

A Second World War pillbox, probably
built to defend Fradley Airfield. The pillbox
appears to have been demolished in the
late 20th century.

04954

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of one of a series of Second
World War air raid shelters on Fradley
Airfield.

04955

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of one of a series of Second
World War air raid shelters on Fradley
Airfield.

04956

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of one of a series of Second
World War air raid shelters on Fradley
Airfield.

04957

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of one of a series of Second
World War air raid shelters on Fradley
Airfield.

04958

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of one of a series of Second
World War air raid shelters on Fradley
Airfield.

04959

Air Raid Shelter, Fradley
Airfield

WWII

One of a series of Second World War air
raid shelters on Fradley Airfield.

05005

Finds, Curborough Hall
Farm

Roman and
Medieval

Find site of medieval and later coins and a
roman brooch.

05115

Possible Roman Villa
Site, Curborough

Prehistoric to
Medieval

The possible site of a villa or settlement
site and a possible kiln, identified from the
large number of finds of Roman date
recovered from this area. Evidence for mid
to late prehistoric activity (from the
Mesolithic through to the Iron Age) along
with early medieval and medieval was also
represented in the finds assemblage.

05117

Brooch Findspot,
Streethay

Roman

Three brooches of Romano-British date,
recovered with a metal detector from the
area around Streethay

05118

Linear Earthwork,
Streethay

Roman or
Medieval

A linear earthwork feature, which may be
the remains of a medival plough headland
although could possibly be associated with
Roman activity in the area.

05126

Flint Finds, Streethay

Prehistoric

Flint chips recovered while metal detecting
in fields near Streethay, the presence of
which suggests the possible location of a
lithic working site in this area.
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05211

Possible Chapel Site
and Coin Hoard,
Streethay

Roman and
Medieval

Sandstone ashlar and mouldings identified
in a field near Streethay, possibly
indicating the site of a former chapel. A
large quantity of 1st and 2nd Century
Roman coins have also been recovered
from this area.

05643

Parish Boundary, Kings
Bromley and Alrewas

Medieval

An earthwork bank of possible medieval
date, which once seperated the parishes
Kings Bromley and Alrewas.

05947

St. Chad's Church,
Stowe, Lichfield

Early Medieval

A listed (LB 1298398 – Grade II*) 12th
century church with 13th century features
and other 17th and 19th century
alterations. The church is possibly on the
site of an earlier, Anglo-Saxon church, and
marks the site of burial of St Chad, Bishop
of Lichfield 669-672.

05948

Railings and Gate,
Church of Saint Chad,
Stowe

Post Medieval

The listed (LB 1194889 - Grade II)
railings and gate enclosing the churchyard
to the Church of St. Chad, Stowe. The
gate and railings are of wrought
iron (set on an ashlar base).

05950

Stowe House,
Netherstowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1187731 – Grade II*) mid18th century early Georgian style house of
brick construction with hipped slate roof,
built for Elizabeth Aston. Stowe House
was, from 1770-1771 the home of Thomas
Day, the eccentric author of "Sandford and
Merton", and also for some time of Maria
Edgeworth.

05951

Stowe Hill House,
Netherstowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

A Grade II* Listed house (LB 1298772)
built in the 1750s for Elizabeth Aston. The
early georgian style house is of two storey,
brick construction with a hipped, tile roof
and is set apart from other buildings of
interest in the area. It forms an important
element in the landscape, especially in the
view from the Cathedral and Stowe Pool.

05952

Netherstowe House,
Stowe

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1292221 – Grade II) former
mill and mill owner's house, both now
converted to houses. The mill is probable
late 17th or early 18th century date, while
the mill house is dated to circa 1800 (or
earlier). The mill became a woollen
manufactory in 1809, by 1827 it produced
carpets and knitting yarn and by 1850 it
produced lace and silk coach trimmings.

12466

Curborough Farmhouse,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1038913 – Grade II) early to
mid-18th century farmhouse of red brick
with a hipped, plain tile roof.

12555

Canal Milepost,
Coventry Canal,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1374244 – Grade II) canal
milepost of stone, erected in circa 1785 on
the Coventry Canal at Streethay.
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12556

Brownsfield Farmhouse,
Netherstone Lane,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1784/03/096 – Grade II) early
18th century farmhouse of red brick
construction with a plain tiled roof.

12557

Cedar House, Rykneld
Street, Streethay

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1784/03/097 – Grade II) red
brick house with tiled roof of mid to late
18th century date.

12558

Streethay House
Farmhouse, Rykneld
Street, Streethay

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1784/03/098 – Grade II) late
18th century farmhouse of roughcast brick
with a hipped, tiled roof.

12559

The Manor Place,
Rykneld Street,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1374245 – Grade II) early
17th century house of red brick with a tiled
roof.

12560

Plunge Bath, The Manor
Place, Streethay

Post Medieval

The listed (LB 1294999 – Grade II) and
scheduled (SM 1011063) remains of a
17th century plunge bath (although the
Listing Description describes the
monument as a 'Well Head').

14148

Croft Headstone,
Church of Saint Chad,
Stowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1194890 – Grade II)
headstone to William Croft (died 1697),
located to the south of the chancel of the
Church of St Chad, Lichfield.

14149

Passam Tomb, Church
of Saint Chad, Stowe,
Lichfield

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1218118 – Grade II) chest
tomb erected to members of the Passam
family (who died between 1798 and 1860).
The tomb is of ashlar and slate and is
located to the south of the south aisle of
the Church of Saint Chad.

14150

Taylor Headstone,
Church of Saint Chad,
Stowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

A listed (LB 1298399 – Grade II) ashlar
headstone to William Taylor (died 1689)
and Susannah (died 1706). Located to the
south of the south aisle of the Church of St
Chad.

14151

Two Cartouche
Headstones, Church of
Saint Chad, Stowe,
Lichfield

Post medieval

Two listed (LB 1218126 – Grade II)
headstones dated circa 1720, both of
which have rich cartouches with scrolled
cresting, that to left with cherub to head,
that to right with draped cartouche with
possible true love knot (or interlace).
Located to the south of the chancel of the
Church of St Chad.

20057

RAF Lichfield / Fradley
Airfield

WWII

The site of the former RAF Lichfield,
originally planned as an aircraft storage
unit, which opened on August 1st 1940. It
became one of the busiest airfields in the
country. Lichfield was retained by the RAF
after the war and used as a 'flying school'
until it was finally closed in April 1958. It
has since been used for light industry and
storage and has now been largely
redeveloped and built over, although a
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number of original airfield buildings still
survive.
40157

Ridge and Furrow, North
of Curborough House,
Streethay

Medieval

The earthwork remains of ridge and furrow
visible on aerial photography from 1963
and interpreted as the remains of a
medieval field system.

40191

Landscape Park, Stowe
House, Netherstowe,
Lichfield

Post Medieval

A landscape park around Stowe House
(originally St Chad's House). The
landscaping was probably undertaken
around the time the house was built in the
mid-18th century. It has now been largely
built over.

40192

Landscape Park, Stowe
House, Netherstowe,
Lichfield

Post Medieval

A landscape park around Stowe Hill
House (originally St Chad's House). The
landscaping was probably undertaken
around the time the house was built in the
mid-18th century and included a grotto
(built of medieval masonry) and a fernery.
It has now been largely built over.

50210

Rubbish Pit, 25 St
Chad's Road, Lichfield

Medieval

A substantial amount of medieval ceramic,
bone, metal and stone artefacts recovered
by workmen during construction work
in the grounds of 25 St Chad's Road. The
finds are thought to have come from a pit
context.

50212

Easthill Farm / Hill Farm,
Wood End Lane,
Fradley

Post Medieval

An isolated farmstead established by 1775
and originally known as Hill Farm with
Westhill Farm to the north-west. Originally
laid out around a regular courtyard with
attached farmhouse, the farmstead
appears to have been demolished in the
early 21st century.

50213

Site of Westhill Farm /
Hill Farm, Wood End
Lane, Fradley

Post Medieval

The site of a farmstead which appears to
have been in existence by 1775, originally
known as Hill Farm (later Westhill Farm)
with Easthill Farm to the south-east. The
farmstead was demolished sometime after
circa 1980.

51005

Barn, Curborough Hall
Farm, Watery Lane,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A brick built barn, which when surveyed in
1985 was in a ruinous condition, but
appears to have since been converted to a
commercial use.

51006

Barn, Corporation Farm,
Watery Lane,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A brick built barn with a tiled gabled roof at
Corporation Farm. Of possible early 19th
century (or earlier) origin.

51946

Trackway, Netherstowe
Lane, Lichfield

Post Medieval

The remains of a trackway with a metalled
surface, identified during an
archaeological evaluation. The trackway is
thought to predate the construction of the
adjacent railway, although may have been
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re-aligned to cross it at Netherstowe
Bridge.
53097

Curborough Farm,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A large 18th century farmstead, situated
within a loose farmstead cluster
environment. The farm consists of a
regular L shaped courtyard and a listed
farmhouse.

53098

Brownsfield Farm,
Netherstone Lane,
Streethay

Post Medieval

An isolated farmstead laid out around a
series of regular courtyards with a listed
(12556) farmhouse of 18th century date.
Much of the original farmstead still
survives with new, larger scale agricultural
buildings added to the north indicating that
the farmstead is still in agricultural usage.

53159

Streethay House Farm,
Rykneld Street,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A hamlet farmstead laid out around a
regular courtyard with a detached listed
farmhouse (12558) of probable 18th
century origin. Some of the original farm
ranges are still extant although the overall
plan form and character of the farmstead
has been altered.

53751

2 Netherstowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

The former coach house or stables to the
mid 18th century Stowe Hill House (PRN
05951). The building appears to have
been considerably altered.

53752

21 Netherstowe,
Lichfield

Post Medieval

A two storey red brick house built circa
1800. Included on Lichfield District
Council's list of Buildings of Special Local
Interest.

53753

Coach House, 21
Netherstowe, Lichfield

Post Medieval

A former coach house of 19th century date
which lies to the north of 21 Netherstowe

53754

25 Netherstowe,
Lichfield

Post Medieval

A brick mid to late 18th century house with
horizontal sliding sash windows. Included
on Lichfield District Council's list of
Buildings of Special Local Interest.

54105

Site of Watermill, Stowe,
Lichfield

Medieval

The site of a watermill which is marked on
a late 18th century map of Lichfield. It is
recorded in medieval documents and may
be one of the two recorded for Lichfield
manor at Domesday (1086).

54682

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.

54683

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.

54684

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.
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54685

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.

54691

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.

54693

Aircraft Hangar, RAF
Lichfield, Fradley

WWII

A Second World War aircraft hangar
associated with RAF Lichfield, identified
on aerial photography.

58287

Curborough Farm / Old
Hall Farm, Watery Lane,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A farmstead laid out around a regular
courtyard with main L-plan range and
working buildings around three sides of
the yard with detached farmhouse and
additional detached out buildings. A
farmstead has probably existed on this
site since at least the late 18th century,
although the surviving buildings are
probably mostly 19th century in date

58288

Cow House and Stable,
Curborough Hall Farm,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A two-storey stable with hay-loft above
and an attached cowhouse which probably
date to the 18th or 19th century.

58289

Farm Building,
Curborough Hall Farm,
Curborough

Post Medieval

A single storey red brick farm building
dating to the 18th-19th century, whose
original function is unclear.

58290

Curborough House
Farm, Netherstowe
Lane, Curborough

Post Medieval

A farmstead laid out around a loose
courtyard with working building to three
sides of the yard, with the gable-end of the
farmhouse forming the fourth side.

58291

Cart Shed, Curborough
Hall Farm, Curborough

Post Medieval

A cart shed of six bays dating to the 18th19th century.

58292

Curborough Hall
Farmhouse, Curborough

Post Medieval

A farmhouse at Curborough Hall, which
was rebuilt in the 1870s following the loss
of an earlier property in a fire.

59172

Possible Settlement
Remains, Curborough
Somerville

Medieval

Earthworks and below ground features
suggested to be remains associated with
the deserted settlement of Curborough
(Somerville).

60069

Roman Finds,
Curborough

Roman

A large collection of Romano-British
pottery and other finds of Roman date
including vessel glass, a brooch and
possible kiln furniture, all recovered during
field walking and metal detecting at
Curborough in January 1998. The kiln
furniture has been suggested to indicate
the possible presence of a pottery kiln in
this area.

60070

Post-Medieval Finds,
Curborough

Post Medieval

Post-medieval finds including a gun flint of
16th to 19th century date and a mid-16th
century silver coin of Mary I, recovered
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during field walking and metal detecting at
Curborough in January 1998.
60073

Medieval Finds,
Curborough

Medieval

Finds of medieval date including two late
13th or early 14th century silver coins of
Edward I (a long cross penny and a
halfpenny) and a collection of pottery,
recovered during field walking and metal
detecting at Curborough in January 1998.

60075

Prehistoric Flint Finds,
Curborough

Prehistoric

A collection of waste (flint) flakes or
debitage and a flint scraper, all of
prehistoric date, recovered during
fieldwalking at Curborough in January
1998.

60080

Neolithic Finds,
Curborough

Neolithic

A collection of Neolithic flint finds including
leaf arrowheads, flakes, a transverse
arrowhead, a possible blade or saw flake
and a possible end scraper, all recovered
during field walking at Curborough in
January 1998.

60390

Coin Findspot,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A copper alloy coin recovered during
metal detecting in Streethay Parish in
January 1998. The coin depicts a bird
taking off on one side and bears the date
1874 on the other.

60394

Brooches Findspot,
Streethay

Roman

Four incomplete cast copper alloy fibula
brooches of Roman date, recovered
during metal detecting in Streethay parish
in January 1998.

60535

Lead Weight Findspot,
Streethay

Roman - Post
Medieval

A cast lead weight of Roman, medieval or
post-medieval date, recovered during
metal detecting in Streethay Parish before
January 2007.

60536

Token Findspot,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A worn, cast lead token of probably early
post-medieval date, recovered during
metal detecting in Streethay Parish before
January 2007.

60537

Token Findspot,
Streethay

Post Medieval

A complete cast lead token of probable
17th century date, recovered during metal
detecting in Streethay Parish before
January 2007.

60538

Buckle Findspot,
Lichfield

Medieval

A medieval copper-alloy buckle in good
condition, found during metal detecting in
the Lichfield parish before February 2006.
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